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Details and values given in this leaflet are average values and have been compiled with care. They are not binding, however, and Cellofoam International GmbH & 
Co. KG disclaims any liability for any damages and detriments, also in connection with any third party’s rights. The information given does not release the buyers 
from making the necessary experiments and tests themselves. Subject to technical changes. For updates of this data sheet, please go to our website.   01

CELLO® COMPANY INFO

business areas Cellofoam is a leading specialist in the area of sound insulation and sound attenuation products as well as 
seals and gaskets for industrial and technical applications.

We supply a wide range of ready-to-install products optimized for acoustic effectiveness. We process  
predominantly high-quality flexible foams and non-wovens (pur, pe, pp pes, fiber blends), using proprietary 
and patented processes.

We are particularly proud of our special Cello® process for foam finishing, which enables us to produce 
top-quality absorber foams. Another very important asset is our expertise regarding various laminating 
techniques for the production of many different, acoustically engineered combination products.

Ever since its foundation in 1963, Cellofoam has been one of the leading experts for lamination, developing 
and using flame and dry-adhesive lamination techniques.

We are also active in the area of non-woven molding. Using state-of-the-art equipment, we mold high- 
quality non-wovens according to customer specifications into shape-retaining and self-supporting two- and 
three-dimensional parts.

Our portfolio is rounded off by our offer in the areas of pipe insulation, adhesive tapes, vibration damping, 
compressor blanket wraps and duct silencers.

the company Family business, Managing partner: Holger Stehling, Jörg Roellinghoff

brand name Cello®

factory equipment ►Equipment for foam finishing (Cello® process) 
►Equipment for the molding and densifying of foams, laminated materials and non-wovens 
►3d-contour cutting equipment and water-jet cutting machines  
►Wide variety of precision tool and cutting, die-cutting and trimming equipment, also for sealing strips  
►Laboratory with comprehensive instrumentation for mechanical, acoustical and fire-safety tests 
►Reverberation room for acoustic measurements 
►Special technique for sealing all faces of cut-to-measure pieces with impervious film 
►Processing units for flame and dry-adhesive lamination 
►Impregnation system for soft foams 
►Thermal conductivity meter, facility for cyclic climate tests, FTIr spectrometer for material analyses 

research and  
development

►High-quality sound insulation and attenuation products on the basis of acoustically effective foams 
    and non-wovens  
►High-quality gaskets, adhesive tapes and vibration damping materials 
►On-site acoustic measurements and consulting services offered by our experienced specialists 
►Development of customized products and specific project solutions 
►Short delivery times

locations 
 
 
 
 
 
sales office

►Biberach/Riss, Germany 
►Ochsenhausen, Germany 
►Eskişehir, Turkey 
►Tábor, Czech Republic 
 
►Wrocław, Poland 
►Orvault, France

Our factory in Biberach Our factory in Ochsenhausen

Our factory in Czech Republic Our factory in Turkey


